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Today’s Mission

Get Started with Integration Suite

Delaware implemented similar use cases
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Use Case

In this mission, you will start with a brief overview of SAP Integration Suite, our cloud-based offering for your enterprise-wide integration needs. Then, we will use the capabilities included in Integration Suite to execute an end to end scenario. You can use the trial or free tier account on SAP BTP to subscribe to Integration Suite and get some hands-on experience with it.

Current Position - What is the challenge?

I do not understand at a high level what SAP Integration Suite is. I would also like to get a better understanding of the different capabilities of Integration Suite and get some hands on experience.

Destination - What is the outcome?

Integration Suite is the recommended iPaaS solution from a product strategy perspective. You will understand at a high level what Integration Suite is, what are the capabilities it offers and focus specifically on the Cloud Integration capability. You will learn how to onboard to Integration Suite and design a basic integration scenario using Cloud Integration, one of the critical capabilities for designing an end to end integration scenario.

How You Get There - What is the solution?

You will start by understanding what Integration Suite is and the different features it offers. You will then learn how to onboard to Integration Suite and design a basic integration scenario using Cloud Integration.

Integration Suite solution diagram

About Missions

Missions include best practices and step-by-step guidance for implementing use cases, with a well-established support from mission experts and SAP Community.

What it can do for you?

Starting a mission enables you to:

- Customize for your business needs
- Collaborate with your team members
- Connect with experts.

Please note that this is FREE of cost. To learn
Who is in the garage today?

Cecily Sorenson
SAP Garage APJ Host
Product Specialist, SAP BTP

Gautham Krishna
Topic Expert
Solution Owner, SAP Integration Suite

Raghu Kulkarni
Topic Expert
Product Manager, SAP Integration Suite

Toros Aledjian
SAP Garage Global Host
Senior Director GTM, SAP BTP
Thank you and see you next time!

Next in the SAP Garage:

- Date: Wednesday, May 4th
- Mission: Establish a Central Inbox with SAP Task Center